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Abstract

In this paper we provide critical review of recent developments in the mutual fund
performance evaluation literature. The new literature centres around two main
themes: enhancing explanatory power of the standard Fama-French-Carhart factor
models by augmenting them with different factors and altering standard models to
account for presence of non-zero alphas in passive indices used as fund benchmarks.
The latter includes the literature providing solutions for scenarios in which those
benchmarks do not match fund objectives. We find that in the plethora of suggested
‘missing’ factors, not one can be universally used to explain all anomalies or price all
stocks. We also find that new models that adjust a fund’s standard Carhart alpha for
alpha of its benchmark or for commonalities in its peer–group, provide additional
information on fund performance to that given by the standard models. Specifically,
these models give account of fund’s relative performance - to the benchmark or the
peer-group, which is of use to investors.
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1. Introduction

With global asset and wealth management industry predicted to grow exponentially
from $84.9trn in 2016 to $145.4trn in 20251, and over 9300 mutual funds in the US
alone2, the need for unbiased performance evaluation becomes increasingly important.
A significant strand of past academic literature has looked at the performance of
actively managed equity funds, deploying the standard Fama-French and Carhart
factor models. The prevailing results point at funds’ underperformance, i.e. a negative
after-fee alpha (see for instance Gruber 1996, Carhart, 1997, Fama and French 2010,
Berk and van Binsbergen 2012 etc.). Only a small number of (statistically and
economically) significant mutual funds generate positive alphas (e.g. Wermers
(2000), Kosowsky et al., 2006), and once false discoveries are taken into account, no
more than 5% of funds can be considered as true winners (Cuthbertson et al., 2010).
Further, the studies are by and large in agreement that performance of winner funds
does not persist, signalling to investors that ex-ante selection of best performing funds
is a challenging task. In contrast, the loser funds exhibit persistence (see for instance
Carhart, 1997 for US and Quigley and Sinquefield, 2000, for the UK).
Cuthbertson, Nitzsche and O’Sullivan (2010) provide a detailed review of literature
examining mutual fund performance and performance persistence. Their review
reveals the presence of data snooping bias (Sullivan et al. 1999, 2001) and estimation
errors (Kothari and Warner, 2001) in the standard models for alpha estimation. In this
paper, we provide a critical review of the more recent literature highlighting the
shortcomings of the standard models for unbiased performance measurement. The
models we review are all augmented/extended versions of the standard factor models.
They are constructed with an aim of either 1) more accurate asset pricing by
accounting for pricing anomalies or 2) less biased fund performance measurement,
either relative to a fund’s benchmark or relative to their peer group.

When it comes to anomalies, beyond those accounted for in the standard factor
models (size, value and momentum), a significant strand of literature focuses on
1

PWC ‘Asset & Wealth Management Revolution: Embracing Exponential Change’ report (published
Oct 2017, accessed May 2018): https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/asset-management/asset-managementinsights/assets/awm-revolution-full-report-final.pdf
2
https://www.statista.com/statistics/255590/number-of-mutual-fund-companies-in-the-united-states/
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adding ‘missing’ factors to the standard models aiming to explain those anomalies.
The number of potential factors identified in the literature is vast (Harvey et al., 2016,
Hou et al., 2015, 2017). Our review of the key recent papers shows that even though
additional factors contribute to a better fit of the model, none of them can explain all
anomalies in the asset-pricing context. Moreover, overall perception of the mutual
fund performance and performance persistence by and large remains unchanged when
the ‘missing factors’ are added. Further, the most recent academic literature raises
concerns on the exploding number of the priced factors proposed and claim that some
published studies are the result of statistical biases (McLean and Pontiff, 2016) and
data mining (Hsu et al., 2015).

Based on the above, the main contribution of our review is centred on the most recent
modifications of the standard factor models that lead to a less biased mutual fund
performance evaluation by accounting for the issues associated with the presence of
non-zero alphas in benchmark indices and the statistical properties of the FamaFrench factor (portfolio) construction (see Cremers et. al, 2012). We continue the
discussion raised in Cuthbertson et al. (2010) that both the benchmark error and
evaluation of fund performance without a benchmark as a reference may cause
problems. First, a fund may select a benchmark that does not match their objectives
(Sensoy, 2009). Thus, if a benchmark selected for a small cap fund is a broad market
index, given the evidence on outperformance of small cap stocks in the long run, it is
possible that such fund will outperform its benchmark. Second, a fund may select an
adequate benchmark that matches their objectives, but the benchmark itself may have
a positive alpha – a phenomenon indicating a bias in construction of Fama-French risk
factors (as discussed in Cremers et al., 2012)). In that case, a manager making no
active bets on that benchmark will appear to have skill in the standard factor models,
simply by replicating the benchmark. This is of particular interest to investors, who by
and large refer to funds’ prospectus benchmarks as reference points when gauging
fund performance. In addition to the evidence from the literature, the lack of clarity
surrounding funds’ benchmark choices and objectives has been emphasised in the
recent FCA 3 report on the UK asset management industry 4 . So not only that the

3

Financial Conduct Authority
FCA report ‘Asset Management Market Study’(published June 2017, accessed May 2018):
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/market-studies/ms15-2-3.pdf
4
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standard models provide alphas that are not accounting for alphas embedded in the
passive indices used as benchmarks; but the fund’s choice of benchmark is often
questionable. Hence, in this paper, we review both of those issues: the literature that
highlights and/or addresses the biases in the construction of standard risk factors that
lead to non-zero benchmark alphas and the literature that offers most recent
suggestions for more adequate benchmarking of mutual fund performance.

Overall, the review in this paper focuses on two aspects of fund performance
measurement recently challenged in literature and the evidence arising from those.
First, we examine whether the models centred on mitigating the errors of the standard
three- and four-factor models - in particular the ‘missing factor’, lead to ‘winner
factor/s’ that account for all anomalies highlighted in the pricing literature and alter
our view on mutual fund performance. Second, we evaluate the new strand of models
revealing fund performance relative to some benchmark. In the latter, we first focus
on models accounting for non-zero benchmark alphas and evaluate evidence on
benchmark-adjusted performance of mutual funds. Then, we review the issues
associated with fund’s benchmark selection and evaluate the evidence from the recent
addition to the factor model family – a model enabling peer-group-adjusted
performance. The review is based on US and UK studies, as majority of evidence in
this area stems from those markets.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we briefly revisit the
standard factor models for completeness of this study. Section 3 provides summary of
the main anomalies and evidence from the most recent models dealing with ‘missing
variables’ the standard factor models. In Section 4 we review the presence of nonzero alphas in passive benchmarks and other benchmarking issues and evaluate
evidence from the literature proposing some solutions to those issues. Section 5
concludes the paper.

5

2. Standard Factor Models
The extensive research in 1970s and 1980s5 as well as the findings from Fama and
French (1992), document superior performance of small capitalisation and high
earnings-to-price (value) stocks. This prompts the extension of the original CAPM
model where only the market risk is accounted for, and the development of Fama and
French (1993) three-factor model, in which the size risk and the style risk associated
with high book-to-market ratio firms are added. Over the years, the three-factor
model became one of the most commonly referred to models in both asset pricing and
performance measurement literature. In spite of its frequent use in empirical research,
a number of studies point at its inability to fully explain the cross section of equity
returns and highlight the need for additional risk proxies6. Carhart (1997) was the first
to account for one persistent anomaly - the abnormal return of momentum portfolios7
- by adding the momentum factor to the Fama-French three-factor model. Since then,
these two models have become widely accepted by academics and applied in a
number of studies assessing mutual fund performance and persistence in
performance.8

The studies on mutual fund performance utilizing these standard models by and large
report that active managers do not ‘add value’ to investors. For instance Elton and
Gruber (2011) report that the variants of multi-factor models report negative alphas
ranging from -0.65% (Gruber, 1996) to -1.98% (Carhart, 1997) per annum, net of
fees. Further, Barras et al. (2010) for the US and Cuthbertson et al. (2012) for the UK
highlight the importance of false discovery rates for funds with significantly positive
alphas, i.e. funds that were lucky rather than skilful in both the short and the long run.
The false discoveries account is given in Cuthbertson et al. (2010) who state that in
the US and UK around 75% of active funds generate no true alphas, 20% of funds
have significant negative alphas while only up to 5% of funds can be classified as true
outperformers.

5

See for instance Basu (1975),(1977) and (1983), Reinganum (1981), Banz (1981), Levis (1989),
Reinganum (1992) among many others.
6
Many of which will be summarised later in this paper.
7
First Introduced by Jagadeesh and Titman (1993)
8
The equations of the Fama-French and Carhart model are in the Appendix.
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The most recent literature in asset pricing mainly focuses on two issues of the
standard models: 1) the persistent anomalies (beyond style, value and momentum)
and standard-factor model alterations to account for those anomalies, and 2) statistical
properties surrounding the construction of Fama-French factors (portfolios).
3. The extensions of standard factor models: recent take on anomalies and
‘missing’ factors

3.1. Anomalies
Over the years a very large number of anomalies not priced by the standard (threeand) four-factor model has been identified in the literature. This section provides a
summary of key anomalies, many of which motivate the extensions of the standard
factor models discussed in Section 3.2.

For example, Ang et al. (2006) explain that the traditional three-factor model does not
account for either the low average returns earned by stocks with high exposure to
systematic volatility risk or for the low average returns of stocks with high
idiosyncratic volatility. Similar is found in Jiang et al. (2009), Ang et al. (2009),
Stambaugh et al. (2015) and Malagon et al. (2018). Titman et al. (2004) demonstrate
a negative abnormal relation between capital investments and returns. Also, Griffin
and Lemmon (2002) and Avramov et al. (2009) document a negative cross-sectional
correlation between credit risk and future stock returns. Li (2011) highlights the
puzzle between positive R&D-return relation and the financial constraints-return
relation.

Further, Chen et al. (2011); Fama and French (1996); Fama and French (2008);
Cooper et al. (2008); Daniel and Titman (2006); Campbell et al. (2008) Chen and
Zhang (2010), Gray and Johnson (2011), Avramov et al. (2013) refer to anomalies
such as, positive return relationship with momentum returns and earnings surprises,
negative relationship with financial distress, net stock issues and asset growth and
argue that the three-factor model fails to explain those. Vassalou and Xing (2004)
show that the size as well as the HML factor are proxies for default effects, but only
within top quintiles of firms with the highest default risk. A phenomenon where firms
with high accruals underperform those with low accruals was first documented by
7

Sloan (1996). The accruals anomaly is found to persist even among large liquid firms
(Fama and French, 2008). Mispricing due to accruals is discussed in a number of
studies, see for instance Fairfield et. al (2003), Mashruwala et al. (2006), Richardson
et al. (2005), Francis et al. (2005) and Hafzalla et al. (2011). However, some recent
evidence documents the weakening of accruals anomaly over time (see Green et al.
2009, Hirshleifer et al., 2011) and states that expected returns to accruals based
strategies are countercyclical and change over time (Wu et al. 2010).

Other anomalies from recent literature unexplained by standard pricing models
include, for example, investment and investment growth (Cooper et al., 2008; Xing,
2008), return on assets (Balakrishnan et al. 2010), inventory growth (Belo and Lin,
2011) operating leverage (Novy-Marx, 2011), gross profitability (Novy-Marx, 2013),
organizational capital (Eisfeldt and Papanikolaou 2013), market beta (Frazzini and
Pedersen, 2014), innovations (Chen and Petkova, 2012; Cohen et al., 2013) and exante skewness (Conrad et al., 2013). A comprehensive account of anomalies
associated with standard factor models can be found in Hou et al. (2015). They
present a list of 74 anomalies related to standard factor models, documented in
academic literature, which they divide into six categories: momentum, value versus
growth, investment, profitability, intangibles and trading frictions. The new study of
Hou et al. (2017) extends this list even further to 447 anomalies.

3.2. Accounting for anomalies: adding the ‘missing’ variables
The vast number of documented anomalies and the criticism of the standard factor
model’s ability to explain cross-sectional returns of all stocks, leads us to the
literature proposing augmentations to the standard factor models by adding the
‘missing’ variables. Harvey, Liu and Zhu (2016) review studies from the top finance,
accounting and economic journals and identify 316 different factors tested in the
pricing models literature. Moreover, they emphasise that the list is very likely not
exhaustive. We review in this paper the evidence from the most recent studies in this
area published in the top finance journals, with the main focus on the ones that not
only estimate model’s explanatory power, but also shed a light on portfolio/mutual
fund performance.
8

Different definitions of liquidity have been utilized in a number of studies, to extend
the standard factor models, see for instance Eckbo and Norli (2002, 2005), Pastor and
Stambaugh (2003), Acharya and Pedersen (2005), and more recently, Liu (2006) and
Huang et al. (2012). Those studies focus on testing ability of the proposed models
with liquidity factor to explain the observed market anomalies (such as cash-flow-to
price, earnings-to-price and dividend yield for instance) rather then their application
in mutual fund performance measurement. For instance, Huang et al. (2012) highlight
that adding liquidity to the standard Carhart model still leaves a significantly positive
extreme downside risk premium unexplained. When it comes to measuring mutual
fund performance, Otten and Reijnders (2012) extend the small-cap version Carhart
four factor model9 by adding the liquidity (defined as the difference in return of the
low and high turnover portfolio). The model10 is applied to the 76 UK mutual funds
investing in smaller companies in the period 1992-2011. The study finds that
extended model with liquidity factor yields economically and statistically significant
alpha of 4.08% for small cap funds - a result which is in sharp contrast to other
studies on mutual fund performance. Most other studies deal with larger or all
available mutual funds in the market, but given numerous evidence on
outperformance of small cap stocks11, this result does not come as a surprise. More
recently, Foran and O’Sullivan (2014) add two versions of the liquidity factor to the
UK Carhart four-factor model. They use four definitions of liquidity and two liquidity
factor mimicking portfolios: “illiquidity level” mimicking portfolio (obtained as
returns of stocks with low minus high liquidity) and, secondly, a “systematic liquidity
risk” mimicking portfolio (a measure which captures commonality in liquidity across
the stocks). They examine the exposure of 1141 UK mutual funds to these liquidity
risks and test their liquidity-adjusted performance. The evidence from the baseline
Carhart model applied to a portfolio of funds shows that UK mutual funds are
underperforming with a significant alpha of -0.14%, and when illiquidity level and
liquidity risk are added, the alpha remains negative and similar in magnitude (-0.16%,
significant at 1%). In the cross section, they find that liquidity level, rather than

9

In the small-cap version of Carhart model only small-cap companies from HGSC universe9 are used
to compute the risk factors
10
The equations for the main models discussed in this section are provided in the Appendix
11
See Levis (1985, 1989) for the UK evidence
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illiquidity, and systematic liquidity risk are both positively priced. Overall, the study
finds that the model with liquidity is the one with the best fit.

Moreno and Rodriguez (2009) compare baseline unconditional Carhart model with
the one augmented by the co-skewness factor and find that it increases R-squared,
albeit only marginally from 84% to 85% in the sample comprised of 6819 US equity
mutual funds from 1962-2006. The market, size, value and momentum risk are all
positively priced and of the same magnitude and significance in both the baseline
four-factor and the co-skewness model; the co-skewness factor has a small negative (0.004) impact on mutual fund returns, significant only at 10% level (t=-1.89). The
alphas remain insignificant negative values when the Carhart is augmented by coskewness across all funds and across various sub-categories of funds; overall
indicating that adding co-skewness to standard factor models does not change our
view of alphas.

To account for financial distress, Ferguson and Shockley (2003) redefine the market
portfolio to include debt instruments and find that adding relative leverage (debt-toequity ratio) and relative distress (Altman's Z) to the three factor model increases the
R-squared in the cross section of returns from 67% in the three-factor to 81% in the
extended model. In spite of positive contribution of leverage measures in explaining
the cross section of returns, they do not have notable impact on the intercept in the
time series of returns of 25 Fama-French portfolios: alphas of the CAPM, the threefactor Fama-French and the extended model are of similar magnitude (mainly
negative and significant); implying that leverage and distress factors are unlikely to
shed a different light to a performance in a time series to that of the standard three
factor model.

Jordan and Riley (2015) add a volatility factor representing the difference between the
returns of low and high volatility stocks to the standard four-factor model. They
report that inclusion of volatility factor reduces annual alphas for both low and high
volatility mutual funds from around 5% (in a standard Carhart model) to insignificant
0.36% in the five-factor model including volatility factor, implying that extended
model is more useful in capturing fund risks.
10

Chen, Novy-Marx and Zhang (2011) highlight the role of investment in explaining the
cross-section of returns and propose a new three factor model comprised of a market
factor, investment and profitability (return on assets) factor. Further, Novy-Marx
(2013) argues that gross profitability is able to explain most earnings-related
anomalies, as well as a large number of other anomalies. The study also suggests to
alter Carhart four-factor model by employing the market and industry-adjusted value,
momentum, and profitability factors. These two studies motivate one of the most
notable recent contributions to the asset pricing literature – the Fama and French
(2015) five-factor model, in which investment and profitability factors are added to
the standard three-factor model. The notion underlying the additional factors is that
firms with higher operating profitability and lower growth in total assets have above
average returns. The five-factor model regressions for value weighted portfolios
sorted on size and book-to-market, reveal that when compared to the standard three
factor model, alphas remain significantly negative for small-growth portfolios and
significantly positive for the small-value portfolios and large-growth portfolios. The
largest change in the magnitude of alphas is an increase of 20 basis point per month
for extreme small-cap growth portfolio (not accompanied by a change in sign or
significance). Dimensional Fund Advisors research12, which assessed the performance
of actively managed mutual funds by employing Fama and French five factor model,
shows that a sample of 3870 active funds in the period 1984-2015 underperforms by
0.08% per month, an amount similar to their fees. They also report that only 2.4% of
funds had significantly positive alphas13– the results very much in line with the Fama
and French (2010) finding based on the standard three-factor model.

Fama and French (2016) identify some limitations of the five-factor model when
tested on the range of anomalies that remain unexplained under the standard three
factor model. When testing the net share issues and volatility anomalies, the returns
of portfolios in the smaller size quintiles (microcaps) and in the highest quintiles of
share issues and volatility remain unexplained by the five-factor
model. Further, accruals anomaly still persists in the five-factor model (see also
12

http://www.fifthsetinvestment.com/using-famafrench-five-factor-model-assess-actively-managedfund-performance/, Accessed 20th September 2018.
13
http://novawealth.net/2018/07/18/persistent-fund-alpha-and-active-manager-skill/, Accessed 20th
September 2018.
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Similai, 2016 and Ball et al., 2016). The model also shows poor performance for
portfolios formed on momentum, so adding momentum as the sixth factor in the
model improves its explanatory power. The questionable absence of momentum in the
five factor model was also highlighted in Blitz et al. (2018), who provide detailed
criticism of the five-factor model and emphasize that although this new model is
likely to become a new benchmark for asset pricing studies it is unlikely to bring the
asset pricing debate to a consensus.
Stambaugh and Yuan (2017) attempt to tackle the issue off ‘no consensus’ or ‘no
model fits all’ anomalies/stocks. They argue that anomalies reflect general mispricing
and that mispricing has common components across stocks. With that in mind, they
construct two ‘mispricing’ factors, by averaging anomaly rankings within the set of
11 anomalies examined by Stambaugh, Yu, and Yuan (2012, 2014, 2015). The set of
anomalies is then divided into two clusters to form factors, with each cluster being
formed based on anomalies’ similarities. The results show that the four-factor model
with the ‘mispricing factor’ explains better the set of 11 anomalies than the Fama and
French (2015). Given that Hou et al. (2015) identify 74 anomalies, this still leaves
85% of these anomalies not tested here.

The recent study of Hou et al., (2017) argues that the q-factor model comprised of the
market, size (market equity), investment (investment-to-assets) and profitability
(return on equity) factors, proposed in Hou et al. (2015), outperforms the standard
three-, four -and Fama-French five-factor models. They claim that it provides the
lowest average magnitude of (and the lowest number of significant) high-minus-low
alphas among all the models. Their model is tested across 161 significant anomalies,
with the average magnitude of the high-minus-low decile portfolio alphas of 0.26%
per month, in contrast to 0.36% in both the Carhart and the five-factor model. 46
significant high-minus-low alphas are documented for the q-factor model, versus 83
in the five-factor and 94 in the Carhart models, implying that their model is capable of
pricing more anomalies than the standard models.

Other factors tested in the literature include long-run stockholder consumption risk
(Malloy et al., 2009), debt capacity (Hahn and Lee, 2009), market segmentation
(Menzly and Ozbas. 2010), cash holdings and risk (Palazzo, 2012), financial
12

intermediary’s wealth (Adrian et al., 2012), default and debt structure (Valta, 2016),
among others. For the complete list of additional factor models proposed see Harvey,
Liu, and Zhu (2016) and Hou, Xue, and Zhang (2017).

It is clear from the review of recent literature that not any single one of the augmented
factor models will be successful in explaining all anomalies, or be the best fit for all
stocks. Another recent strand of new literature raises concerns over this exploding
number of (priced) factors, so-called “zoo of factors” (see for instance Cochrane,
2011). Such a large set of potential factors may cause multiple comparison problems
(Fama and French, 2018), lack theoretical motivation (Hou et al., 2015, Blitz et al.,
2018), and represent “simply noise” stemming from data mining (Hou et al., 2015).
McLean and Pontiff (2016) show that some studies suffer from statistical biases. The
aforementioned criticism opens a new waive for future research aiming to propose
models/solutions which identify an actual return factor in the plethora of factors.
Thus, Feng et al., (2017) suggest a model-selection method aiming to bring more
discipline/clarity on the set of factors recently discovered in the literature, Harvey et
al., (2016) propose a framework that allows for multiple tests and derive
recommended statistical significance levels for current research in asset pricing, while
Fama and French (2018), propose ranking the alternative asset pricing models in
terms of maximum squared Sharpe ratio for factors in a model.

The discussion in this section shows by and large that the additional factors provide a
better fit (albeit sometimes only marginally), or explain some (but not all) pricing
anomalies in the asset pricing context. What is more, the new models do not make a
strong contribution to the literature on mutual fund performance. The evidence by and
large still points towards portfolio/mutual fund underperformance even when the new
models are used – as documented by the standard three-and four factor models.
Therefore, even if the ‘best’ factor(s) for the new model is identified, its contribution
is likely to be limited to asset pricing literature. Further, a strand of new literature
points at the arbitrary nature and biases associated with the construction of standard
factors, which leads to the presence of non-zero alphas in passive benchmark indices
used in performance measurement. We therefore turn our discussion to the models
dealing with the non-zero benchmark alphas.

13

4. Improving performance measurement: dealing with non-zero benchmark
alphas
All the augmented models discussed in the Section 3 offer an extension of the
standard Fama and French or Carhart models. However, Cremers et al., (2012)
provide evidence suggesting that standard factor models suffer from biases and
question the arbitrary nature of Fama-French factor construction method. Authors
explain that size factor assigns disproportionate weight to value stocks, so this leads
to a positive correlation in the SMB and HML betas of cap-weighted portfolios.
Similarly, the value factor assigns disproportionate weight to small-cap stocks,
therefore, it exaggerates the returns on the SMB factor. Overall, it results in an
underweighting of small value stocks in the benchmark for large-cap portfolios and an
overweighting of small value stocks in the benchmark for small-cap portfolios. So,
this leads to a positive alpha for large stocks and a negative alpha for small stocks.
The study explains that such biases in portfolio construction manifest themselves
through the presence of non-zero alphas in passive benchmark indices. Hence, if a
passive benchmark generates positive and significant Fama-French-Carhart alpha, a
fund claiming to be an active fund can generate significant alpha by simply
replicating that index. Alternatively, a fund’s performance may be underestimated in
the periods when its self-reported benchmark index generates negative alphas.

Several papers contribute to this discussion of non-zero benchmark alphas. Cremers et
al. (2012) show that standard benchmark models produce economically and
statistically significant non-zero alphas even for passive benchmark indices. It
documents an annual Carhart alpha in the S&P 500 index of 0.82% (t=2.78) and in
the Russel 2000 that of –2.41% (t = –3.21) for the sample period from 1980 to 2005.
Similarly, Matallin-Saez (2007) investigates the Russell indexes (General, Growth
and Values indexes of Russell 3000, Russell 2500, Russell 2000 Russell 1000, Russell
Midcap, Russell Top 200) over the period June 1995 to December 2004; reporting
that all the value indexes generate positive Jensen’s alpha, the highest one being that
of the Russell 2500 Value Index (7.5% p.a). Chan, Dimmock and Lakonishok (2009)
document a significant Fama-French alpha of -4.74% for Russell 2000 Growth index
over a 13 year sample period. In other markets than US, persistently negative alphas
of FTSE 100 Index was observed by Mateus, Mateus and Todorovic (2016) for the
period from 1992 to 2013.
14

According to Chen and Knez, (1996) if the performance estimation model is correct, a
passive benchmark index should not generate abnormal return. The fact that alphas
are present in passive indices that serve as benchmarks for the majority of equity
mutual funds, highlights the need for an unbiased pricing model that would account
for the benchmark alphas. Thus, in the next section we discuss a new strand of
academic literature, which proposes several augmentations of the standard factor
models accounting for non-zero benchmark alpha, providing insight into fund’s
performance relative to a benchmark index.

4.1.Models accounting for non-zero benchmark alphas

To create a model that eliminates alpha in a passive index, Cremers Petajisto
Zitzewitz (2012) propose the redesign of the factors used in US equity mutual fund
performance evaluation in three aspects: 1) change the market portfolio to include US
equities only; 2) replace equally weighted by value weighted SMB and HML factors;
3) following Moor and Sercu (2006) and similarly to Fama and French (2012),
Cremers et al. (2012) decompose HML factors into value premium for big, medium
and small stocks separately; further, they introduce size factors that resemble more
closely size categories used in the industry: mid-cap minus large-cap and small-cap
minus mid cap returns, thus creating several Carhart model augmentations. Using
only returns from the US market reduces S&P500 index alpha from 0.82% to 0.52%
(both significant at 1%); value weighting SMB components reduces alpha to
statistically insignificant 0.33%; while introducing further augmentations reduces
alphas even more. Applying modified factor models in the context of mutual fund
performance does not produce alphas that substantially differ from the standard
Carhart model. However, modifying the model further and replacing funds excess
returns with funds’ benchmark adjusted returns changes the spread between smalland large-cap fund alphas from negative (large cap outperforming small, significant at
1%) to positive (small cap outperforming large, significant at 1%) by 5.07%. This
finding shows that accounting for benchmark can reverse the conclusions about fund
performance established by a standard Carhart model.
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Angelidis,

Giamouridis

and

Tessaromatis

(2013)

argue

that

manager

skill/performance should be measured relative to their self-reported benchmark as
using a passive portfolio with the same risk characteristics instead may mis-state the
performance. They suggest a model that amends the left-hand side of the Carhart
four-factor model to account for the benchmark-adjusted return of a fund14. The new
alpha becomes the benchmark-adjusted alpha, a measure of fund performance relative
to a benchmark index, while the factor loadings are differential factor loadings
between the fund and the benchmark. Using the data for 5738 US equity mutual funds
in the period September 1998 to June 2012, Angelidis et al. (2013) report average
alpha for all funds from the standard Carhart model of -2.11% (t-statistics -4.43%),
while their benchmark-adjusted model produces alpha of -1.25% (t-statistics -2.04%).
This implies that once the benchmark alpha is taken into account, the
underperformance is not as poor as the original four-factor model suggests and not as
statistically significant. Nevertheless, in this paper, the broad conclusion regarding US
equity mutual fund (under)performance remains robust, as per Carhart model.

In the same spirit, Mateus, Mateus and Todorovic (2016) apply Angelidis et al. (2013)
alpha estimation methodology to 887 UK equity mutual funds in the period 19922013 and adjust fund alphas for a bias inflicted by a performance of the FTSE 100
benchmark index. Note that during the study period FTSE 100 exhibits negative
alphas. Their study shows that after accounting for negative alphas of the FTSE 100,
the fund performance is better than originally implied by a standard three- or fourfactor model. The benchmark adjusted alpha in the full sample period improves by
127bps per year (significant at 1%). More importantly, the alpha changes from
negative and significant in the Carhart model to positive and significant in the
benchmark-adjusted model, a conclusion confirmed in a number of sub-periods in this
study. The inverse in the results is driven by large negative benchmark’s Carhart
alphas documented in Mateus et al. (2016). Thus, the evidence shows that the larger
the magnitude of the benchmark’s Carhart alpha, the more significant the change in
fund’s benchmark-adjusted alpha relative to the standard Carhart alpha will be. This
implies that although a fund may underperform versus the standard Carhart factors– it
can still outperform relative to its benchmark, e.g. deliver positive benchmark14

For equation, please refer to the Appendix
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adjusted alpha. In contrast, in times of strong benchmark outperformance, this method
helps reveal the funds that even though have generated significant positive Carhart
alphas in fact fail to beat their benchmark. These findings show that the role of the
benchmark in establishing the accurate, relative fund performance is important and, in
some cases, can invert perceptions of investors about fund (under)performance.

Similarly, Chinthalapati, Mateus and Todorovic (2017) tackle the issue of non-zero
alphas in passive benchmark indices by proposing an optimisation algorithm15 that
calculates minor fixed adjustments that should be added to the time series of the
Carhart’s four factors. Adjusting the factors ensures a zero alpha for any chosen selfdesignated benchmark index of a mutual fund, without making any other change in
the model parameters. The ‘adjusted Carhart factors’ are then used to estimate a
mutual fund’s ‘adjusted alpha’. The advantage of the model proposed is that it
mechanically solves the issue of Fama and French factors’ misspecification
highlighted in the previous literature, while keeping the factor loadings and R-squared
unchanged. It eliminates the issue of “the search for new factors”, which may lead to
unreliable statistical inferences (on this discussion see for instance Harvey et al., 2016
and Fama and French, 2018). The proposed algorithm can be applied to the three- and
five-factor model as well, and to any single benchmark index. They test their novel
optimisation methodology using a sample of 1383 active and tracker US equity
mutual funds reporting the S&P 500 index as their prospectus benchmark, which
exhibits slight outperformance over their full sample period. Subperiods in which the
index has had largest non-zero alphas coincide with periods where discrepancy
between Carhart and adjusted Carhart alphas is the greatest. In the full sample period,
the alphas estimated with adjusted Carhart factors for mutual funds reporting S&P500
as a benchmark are lower than the standard Carhart alphas of tracker funds (by 43bp)
and active funds (by 40bp) in the full sample period. The discrepancy in alphas in this
study is overall small as the alpha-adjustment is based on small positive S&P500
Carhart alphas, documented for the US. Thus, the results do not change overall
inferences on the US funds’ underperformance; however, highlight, that the
benchmark adjusted fund’s performance is in fact worse that initially documented by
the standard Carhart model.

15
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Overall, the literature in this section shows that accounting for benchmarks in mutual
fund performance measurement matters. Positive and significant benchmark alphas
imply lower benchmark-adjusted alphas compared to Carhart alphas of a fund. So a
fund with significantly positive alpha in the Carhart model, can exhibit no
outperformance or even negative alphas when adjusted for benchmark. The more
negative alpha of the fund’s benchmark index is, the more likely it is that the fund’s
alphas will revert from significantly negative in the Carhart model to positive in the
benchmark-adjusted models; implying that even though the fund does not perform
well given the Carhart risk parameters, it still performs better than its benchmark in
times of distress.

4.2.Benchmarks not aligned with fund objectives
The augmented models discussed in the previous section require the use of
performance benchmark, typically a fund’s self-reported (self-designated) prospectus
benchmark. Hence, a fund’s choice of benchmark is particularly relevant to investors
interested in fund’s performance relative to that benchmark. In that case, the most
accurate performance can be estimated when the reference benchmark selected is
based on fund’s holdings and objectives. It is, however, not uncommon in practice
that mutual funds in the same peer-group16 benchmark against a number of different
passive indices. A new strand of literature reviewed in this section raises concerns on
the content of information disclosed by the funds, and in particular, on adequacy of
their prospectus benchmarks given the fund’s investment style and objectives.

Sensoy (2009) finds strong evidence that self-designated benchmarks are consistently
mismatched by mutual funds. Thus, results show that 31.2% of funds analysed specify
a benchmark index that is less adequate compared to some other S&P or Russell size
and value/growth-based benchmark (“corrected” benchmarks, which better match
funds’ size or value/growth characteristics, and are more correlated with funds'
returns). The author highlights that funds tend to select benchmarks that are easier to
‘beat’, so that their outperformance generates greater fund inflows. Such misspecified benchmarks are more common among large and high-fee funds. More
16

By peer-group here, we refer to the funds following the same investment style as per Morningstar
classification.
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recently, Mateus, Mateus and Todorovic (2018a) using Morningstar style categories
show that 2/3 of the funds that report S&P500 as their benchmark have risks and
objectives different to those of the S&P500 index. They deploy Angleidis et al. (2013)
approach and compare benchmark-adjusted alphas when that benchmark is 1)
S&P500 and 2) an index having a better fit to the fund’s Morningstar style category.
They find that S&P500-adjusted alphas are higher than style category benchmarkadjusted alphas in 61.2% of the cases; adding to the evidence that some funds may
strategically select a benchmark that is easier to ‘beat’.

Similar is found by Cremers and Petajisto (2009), who provide evidence that mutual
funds typically have a high proportion of holdings that differ from those in the fund’s
theoretically correct benchmark index. Substantial exposures to size and value/growth
factors in returns that are not captured by their benchmarks were also discussed in
Elton, Gruber, and Blake (2003). Kim, Shukla and Tomas (2000) examine of how
well mutual funds’ stated objectives conform to their attributes-based objectives. The
study compares information disclosed by funds to the funds’ attributes, grouped by
characteristics, investment style, and risk/return, obtained from Morningstar database.
The findings show that the stated objectives of more than half of the 1043 funds
analysed differ from their attributes-based objectives, and over one third of the funds
are severely misclassified. Nonetheless, authors state that it is not always that all
funds deviate into higher risk objectives. In fact, based on the results some funds tend
to diverge into lower risk objectives. Therefore, the research concludes that this
tendency cannot be explained by gaming behaviour. More recently, Bams, Otten, and
Ramezanifar (2016) analyse a sample of 1,866 US equity funds over the 2003-2015
period and provide evidence that 14% of funds are significantly misclassified based
on long term style analysis. They also reveal that misclassified funds tend to be
younger, smaller in size and charge higher expense ratios. The issue of mismatched
benchmarks is present in earlier studies too. diBartolomeo and Witkowski (1997)
examine monthly returns for 748 load and no-load open-end funds and show that
return patterns of 40 percent of funds analysed deviate from the benchmark declared
in the prospectus with 9 percent of funds being seriously misclassified, two or more
risk tiers away from their declared categories. The reclassification matrix displays that
observed misclassification took place in both directions, upwards, into more
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aggressive categories, and downwards (those funds appear to be less aggressive than
their group peers).

These findings send a message to investors interested in fund performance relative to
the benchmark: the adequacy of the selected benchmark for the fund and its match to
fund objectives needs to be assessed before engaging in any performance evaluation
relative to that benchmark. For regulators, the findings give a message that tighter
regulation on benchmark selection is needed in the mutual fund industry, such as
compulsory benchmark requirement for funds that do not report any benchmark and
disclosure of benchmark selection methodology for funds that do report one.

4.3.Potential solutions for the mis-matched benchmarks problem
Several studies propose some solutions to the problem of mis-matched benchmarks.
One solution can be found in the Sharpe (1992) style analysis study. Although the
original purpose of this model was to decompose portfolio returns into asset classes a
portfolio invests in, and separate the returns resulting from asset allocation and
security selection; the method can give useful indication of what would be an
adequate mutual fund benchmark. For instance, if the style analysis reveals that the
65% of mutual fund’s return stems from allocation to a value style index and 35%
from allocation to a small-cap index, then a suitable benchmark for that fund is valuesmall cap index. Sharpe style analysis is based on historical returns (rather than
holdings) data and it is not very successful in capturing sudden style drifts in a fund 17.
Rather than looking at returns of funds, Daniel, Grinblatt, Titman and Wermers
(1997)

use

characteristics-based

benchmarks,

i.e.

benchmarks

matching

characteristics of stocks that mutual funds hold in their portfolios. Conceptually, this
study corresponds to Brinson, Hood and Beebower (1986) performance attribution
analysis where portfolio excess return is separated into asset (factor) allocation and
security selection components. Daniel et al. (1997) method cannot be applied unless
the complete information on fund holdings is available, which is not the case for
many markets. A more recent study by Chan et al. (2009), proposes to estimate
performance relative to 1) characteristic-matched benchmarks (constructed based on
17

https://web.stanford.edu/~wfsharpe/art/fa/fa.htm Accessed 28th September 2018.
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size-conditional book-to-market sorts, quarterly size-conditional book-to-market
sorts, size-conditional composite value/growth indicator approach) and 2) the Russell
style indexes. For the latter model, a corresponding Russell index was assigned to
each active portfolio according to its style, where styles were obtained from the
reports provided by money managers.
These studies show that the choice of performance evaluation methodology and the
choice of a referred benchmark impact the performance, as changing the benchmark
or the evaluation method incurs a change in fund alphas. It is important to note here
that a change in the value of alpha does not necessarily change the ranking of the fund
within a group - an issue not discussed in the aforementioned studies - but of essence
to investors trying to select the best fund within a group (say, the best small-cap
fund). If the entire peer-group of funds benchmarks against the same index, then,
adjusting fund alphas for benchmark alphas as in Angelidis et al. (2013) or
Chinthalapati et al. (2017) will change the value of fund alpha (alphas for all funds
decrease if a benchmark is outperforming and vice versa); but not the fund’s ranking
position in the peer-group. However, if such a benchmark does not match objectives
of a fund, its peer group ranking is biased, simply because a fund may strategically
choose a benchmark that is easy to beat. Further, if funds within the same peer group
benchmark against different passive indices, then their benchmark-adjusted alphas are
not directly comparable.
A recent study of Hunter at al. (2014) proposes a novel methodology designed for
peer-group setting. The method provides solution to the issue of non-zero benchmark
alphas generated by standard factor models and offers an approach to eliminate biases
inflicted in inaccurate fund self-reported benchmarks. It is based on the idea that prior
to making a choice on which fund to invest in, investors identify the group of funds,
which according to the investment objectives suits them best. Then, they select the
fund within that peer-group with the best past performance. Hunter et al. (2014)
emphasise that the manager’s true skill/performance should exclude the
commonalities in fund strategies within a peer group. Hence, the authors argue that
instead of adding a number factors to the standard four-factor model to account for
complex strategies within a peer-group, there should be only one factor added – a
factor that accounts for peer group commonalties in idiosyncratic risk-taking and
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allows estimation of unique manager skills, uncorrelated to the average of the peer
group. Thus, the study proposes construction of the Active Peer Benchmark (APB
hereafter, viewed as a passive benchmark) as an equally-weighted portfolio of all the
funds in the peer group. The sum of the estimated four-factor alpha of the APB
benchmark and the error term from that four-factor model18, represents the additional
APB factor (the fifth-factor) in the proposed augmented Carhart model. The alpha in
that augmented model, the APB model, is the peer-group adjusted alpha. Thereby, if a
fund manager has skills that are above common strategies used within the reference
group, the APB adjusted alpha in the new APB adjusted model will be positive and
significant. The APB benchmark eliminates the need to use funds (potentially biased)
self-reported benchmark.
When it comes to contribution of their model to asset pricing, Hunter et al. (2014)
show that adding commonalities in fund strategies (APB related factor) to the Carhart
model results in a greater explanatory power of their model. While one may argue that
the APB method is another example of adding yet another factor to the Carhart fourfactor model, we want to highlight that the purpose of the inclusion of the active peer
benchmark is different from other studies searching for a ‘missing’ priced factor
while targeting to solve the anomaly puzzle discussed in the Section 3. The
methodology discussed in Hunter et al. (2014) aims to facilitate/improve investor
selection of top performing funds within a comparable (peer) group of funds and
identifies managerial skills that exceed the average skill of the group. Most
importantly, in contrast to other methodologies suggesting the additional priced
factors, it is only the model that tackles the issue of non-zero benchmark alphas and
offers a solution to the benchmark selection problem by using a relevant peer-group
as a benchmark. This means that the choice of the comparable (peer) group is of
importance here and should be based on some broadly accepted standard. For
instance, choosing a peer-group by Carhart factor loadings would not be an adequate
solution as it leads to misclassification of some, particularly large cap funds due to
arbitrary factor construction (Cremers et al, 2012, and Chen and Basset, 2014). Better
alternative for investors is to use standardised peer-group classification of funds such
as CRSP classification codes or a widely accepted industry performance monitoring
groupings, such as Morningstar, where equity funds are assigned to a style category
18

Appendix shows equation of the Hunter et al. (2014) APB model.
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based on their historical holdings. Investors should, of course, monitor for any
changes in fund peer-group allocation over time, whichever standardised peer-group
data source they use.
Empirical evidence shows that APB adjusted model is found to be better in
identifying the top and bottom performing funds/managers within the peer-group than
the standard Carhart model. Hunter et al. (2014) findings hold for both US equity and
bond funds in the period 1980-2010. This methodology was also tested in Mateus,
Mateus and Todorovic (2018b) on a sample of 817 UK long-only active equity mutual
funds allocated to nine Morningstar based peer-groups for the period 1992-2016. The
study documents that APB adjusted model is able to identify the top performing funds
versus the peer group, which continue to perform well one-year-ahead.

The studies in this section differ from the ones in Section 3 as their purpose is to
contribute to performance measurement, not to asset pricing. All the benchmarkadjusted and peer-group adjusted models assume that the most unbiased fund
performance can be estimated based on the widely accepted standard Fama-FrenchCarhart risk factors if fund performance is accounted for the funds’ self-declared
benchmark (Angelidis et al., 2013, Chinthalapati et al., 2017) or peer-group
benchmark (Hunter et al, 2014) as it eliminates the issues of arbitrary factor
construction and a potentially mismatched reference benchmark. These new models
are of use to investors aiming to identify funds relative performance, i.e. benchmarkadjusted or peer-group adjusted performance. Accounting for positive benchmark
alphas can help disclose closet index funds that claim to be active but in fact perform
in line with index; while accounting for negative index performance may reveal funds
that do better than the benchmark at the time of distress. It is also important for
investors to assess performance relative to the peer –group, as a fund may have a
positive Carhart alpha but actually be worse than the average in the peer-group.
Hence, the literature discussed in this section provides important evidence on the role
of the benchmark in establishing the relative fund performance and is important for
future research. The discussed above new models bring modifications to the standard
alphas that shed new light on the relative performance of funds. Nevertheless,
investors should bear in mind that these models will only be useful if the benchmark
for relative performance is defined well, as discussed previously in this section.
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5. Conclusions
Standard factor models such as Fama and French (1993) and Carhart (1997) have long
been accepted as a norm in academic studies assessing mutual fund performance
measurement. Cuthbertson’s et al. (2010) review of literature emphasises on the
application of these models on performance, persistence in performance of mutual
funds and false discoveries (fund manager’s luck vs. skill). More recently, Mason et
al. (2016) focus on identifying new trends in investment management and
performance following the discussion on skill versus luck, managerial characteristics
and incentives. The main contribution of this paper is that it reviews the evidence
from the new, augmented asset pricing models that enable 1) more accurate asset
pricing by accounting for pricing anomalies or 2) less biased relative performance
measurement, either relative to the fund’s benchmark or relative to their peer group.

A large number of anomalies, not priced by the standard factor models, have been
identified in the literature; Hou et al. (2017) lists as many as 447. With this in mind,
numerous studies extend the standard factor models by adding ‘missing variables’ in
an attempt to improve the model’s fit and price some of the anomalies. In this review
we focus on whether these extensions of the standard models shed a new light to
mutual fund performance. We find that these extended models by and large do
provide a better fit to a cross section of equity returns but they are still far from
determining which one of the plethora of additional factors suggested in the literature
is the ‘winner’. In the studies that provide some evidence on mutual fund
performance, adding the new factors only confirms underperformance of funds, as
determined by the standard three- and four-factor models. Moreover, recent academic
studies claim that the majority of the extended models proposed aiming to explain
anomalies are results of data mining (Hou et al., 2015; 2017) and lack theoretical
motivation (Blitz et al., 2018). Hence, the newest trend in literature on asset pricing is
most recently evolving in the direction of Fama and French (2018), where metrics for
ranking alternative models are discussed.

Our main focus in this review is evidence from the new strand of asset pricing models
that amend mutual fund performance relative to the benchmark index and relative to
their peer-group. The literature provides strong evidence of presence of non-zero
alphas in benchmark indices commonly used by funds as their prospectus
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benchmarks. Augmenting standard Carhart model to accounting for alpha of the
benchmark index can change the traditional view of mutual fund performance. Thus,
in the periods of index outperformance, it is possible to identify an active fund that
generates positive alpha in the standard Carhart model but actually only replicates
benchmark returns. Vice versa, at times of significant index underperformance, a fund
generating negative Carhart alpha can still have a positive benchmark-adjusted alpha
or have better skill than the peer-group even if the entire peer-group underperforms.
By and large the evidence shows that the relationship between the benchmark’s
Carhart alpha and a fund’s benchmark-adjusted alpha is inverse. If the benchmark’s
Carhart alpha is of the same sign but of greater magnitude than the fund’s Carhart
alpha, the fund’s benchmark-adjusted alpha will have an inverse sign relative to its
Carhart alpha, thus changing investor’s perception of fund performance.

While the academic studies in relative performance measurement are easily applicable
and give opportunity to investors to directly adjust a fund’s performance for that of
their benchmark, they indirectly raise a doubt about which benchmark to utilise in the
model. Typically, investor will be assessing performance against a fund’s selfdeclared prospectus benchmark or against their peer-group, whereby examining how a
fund fares against other funds with similar objectives. We recognise that recent
literature raises the issue of prospectus benchmarks not being aligned with fund
objectives, hence inflicting a bias in benchmark-adjusted performance measurement.
We are of the view that, in practice, funds need to state in their prospectus how and
why a particular passive index is selected as a benchmark, as well as provide detailed
fund objectives. In the UK, the FCA is making a step in the right direction in this
area, where more disclosure from funds regarding benchmarks and objectives will be
required. That will help re-assure investors that the prospectus benchmark is, indeed,
the most appropriate one, prompting a more widespread use of benchmark-adjusted
models such as Angelidis et al. (2013) and Chinthalapati et al. (2017) in performance
evaluation. Alternatively, with the data sources getting more comprehensive and
advances in computer technology, building characteristics-based benchmarks that
change over time to capture style drifts in a fund is another way forward for more
accurate benchmark-adjusted performance.
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For funds declaring the same passive index as a benchmark, the inclusion of that
benchmark in performance measurement changes the value of alpha but not the
ranking of the fund. Therefore, a fund may outperform their benchmark but still be at
the bottom of their peer-group (if all other funds do better than that benchmark).
Investors interested in selecting the best funds within a peer-group should construct
Active Peer Group benchmark as in Hunter et al. (2014). The model is shown to have
better ability to select winner funds than the standard Carhart model. The composition
of the peer-groups may have been debatable in the past, but using standardised peergroup classifications, such as those provided by Morningstar, are nowadays widely
accepted peer-group classifications in practice.

Given that standard factor models, Fama-French three- and Carhart four-factors have
not been widely used in mutual fund performance measurement in practice, the new
models in relative fund performance that better reflect what is of importance to
investors, i.e. performance against the benchmark and the peer-group, are well suited
for application in the industry.

At present, these new developments in fund performance evaluation are centred on
equity mutual funds and models that are appropriate for pricing the cross-section of
equity returns. With a growing demand for multi-asset funds19 and the inclusion of
alternative asset classes in more traditional portfolios, the need for a more
comprehensive pricing models better suited to those assets arises. Further, the models
augmented with additional factors, the benchmark-adjusted and peer-group adjusted
models discussed in this review are all unconditional models. Future work in this area
may revert attention to conditional benchmark-adjusted and peer-group adjusted
performance measurement.

19

https://www.investorschronicle.co.uk/funds-news/2018/01/25/multi-asset-fund-launches-capitaliseon-strong-demand/ (Accessed 22nd May 2018)
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Appendix
Standard benchmark models
Jensen (1968)

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 =∝𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝑚 (𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 ) + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡
Were (𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 ) is excess return of mutual fund i over the risk
free rate and (𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 ) is excess return of the market,
typically proxied by a benchmark index. 𝛽𝑖𝑚 is the indicator of
the systematic (market) risk and it shows the sensitivity of fund
returns to the market returns. ∝𝑖 represents manager skill, i.e.
excess return of the fund once the Market risk is accounted
for. 𝜀𝑖,𝑡 is the standard error term.

Fama and French (1993)

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 =∝𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝑚 (𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 ) + 𝛽𝑖𝑆𝑀𝐵 𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖𝐻𝑀𝐿 𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 +
𝜀𝑖𝑡
Where (𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 ) is excess return of the market, SMB
represents a size factor obtained as a difference in returns
between small cap and large (big) cap firms and HML is the
style factor obtained as the difference in returns between the
firms with the high book-to-market (value firms) and low bookto-market ratio (growth firms). ∝𝑖 represents fund’s excess
return after the market risk, size and style risk are taken into
account.

Carhart (1997)

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 =∝𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝑚 (𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 ) + 𝛽𝑖𝑆𝑀𝐵 𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖𝐻𝑀𝐿 𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 +
𝛽𝑖𝑊𝑀𝐿 𝑊𝑀𝐿𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡
Where WML is momentum factor obtained as the difference in
winner (top 30% of firms with the highest 11-month returns) and
loser (bottom 30% of firms with the lowest 11-month returns)
returns. In this model, ∝𝑖 is the excess return of mutual fund
obtained after adjusting for the market, size, style and
momentum risk. The rest is as per Fama and French (1993)
model.

Augmented standard models with added factors
Novy-Marx and Zhang (2011)

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 =∝𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝑚 (𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 ) + 𝛽𝐼𝑁𝑉𝑖 𝐼𝑁𝑉𝑡 + 𝛽𝑅𝑂𝐴𝑖 𝑅𝑂𝐴𝑡 +
𝜀𝑖𝑡
Where Investment (INV) factor represents the difference in the
returns between low and high investment firms and profitability,
measured by return on assets (ROA) represents the difference in
the returns of firms with high ROA and low ROA.
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Novy-Marx (2013)

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 =∝𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝑀𝐾𝑇 𝑀𝐾𝑇𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖𝐻𝑀𝐿 𝐻𝑀𝐿∗ 𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖𝑈𝑀𝐷 𝑈𝑀𝐷∗ 𝑡 +
𝛽𝑖𝑃𝑀𝑈 𝑃𝑀𝑈 ∗ 𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡
Where HML* is industry-adjusted high-minus-low factor, UMD*
-industry-adjusted up-minus-down factor, PMU*- industryadjusted profitable-minus-unprofitable factor. The findings show
that the proposed model with industry-adjusted factors is able to
price a wide range of anomalies, including (but not limited to)
strategies based on return-on-equity, market power, default risk,
net stock issuance and organizational capital.

Hou, Xue and Zhang (2015)

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 =∝𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝑚 (𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 ) + 𝛽𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑖 𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡
+ 𝛽𝐼/𝐴𝑖 𝐼/𝐴𝑡 +𝛽𝑅𝑂𝐸𝑖 𝑅𝑂𝐸𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡

Otten and Reijnders (2012)

q-factor model, where size is the market equity, estimated as
stock price per share times shares outstanding from CRSP;
investment factor (I/A, investment-to-assets) represents the
difference between the return on a portfolio of low investment
stocks and the return on a portfolio of high investment stocks
(I/A is the annual change in total assets divided by one-yearlagged total assets), ROE factor is the difference between the
return on a portfolio of high profitability (return on equity, ROE)
stocks and the return on a portfolio of low profitability stocks
(RoE is income before extraordinary items divided by onequarter-lagged book equity), SMB is from Fama and French
(1993)
𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 =∝𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝑚 (𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 ) + 𝛽𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑖 𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡 +
𝛽𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑖 𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 +𝛽𝑊𝑀𝐿𝑖 𝑊𝑀𝐿𝑡 + +𝛽𝐿𝑀𝐻𝑖 𝐿𝑀𝐻𝑡 +𝛽𝐷,𝑖 𝐷𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡 (6)
where LMH represents the difference in return of the low and
high turnover portfolio, while D is a dummy variable taking
value of one in January and zero in all other months. The rest is
as per standard Carhart (1997) model.

Foran and O’Sullivan (2014)

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑀 𝑅𝑚𝑡 + 𝛽𝑆 𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡 + 𝛽𝑉 𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 +𝛽𝑀𝑂𝑀 𝑀𝑂𝑀𝑡 +
+𝛽𝐿 𝐿𝐼𝑄𝑡 + 𝑒𝑡,
where 𝑅𝑚𝑡 is the FTSE All Share return in month t in excess of
3-month sterling denominated gilts; SMB, HML, MOM are UK
size, value and momentum factors; LIQ is either the illiquidity
characteristic risk or systematic liquidity risk mimicking
portfolio (or both may be specified in some model estimations).

Moreno and Rodriguez (2009)

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 =∝𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝑚 (𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 ) + 𝛽𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑖 𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡 +
𝛽𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑖 𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 + 𝛽𝑊𝑀𝐿𝑖 𝑊𝑀𝐿𝑡 + 𝛽𝐶𝑆𝐾𝑖 𝐶𝑆𝐾𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡
Where CSK is defined as the return on the assets with the most
negative co-skewness minus return of the assets with highest
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positive co-skewness; all else as in the standard Fama-French
three-factor model.
Hirshleifer and Jiang (2010)

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 =∝𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝑚 (𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 ) + 𝛽𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑖 𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡 +
𝛽𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑖 𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 +𝛽𝑈𝑀𝑂𝑖 𝑈𝑀𝑂𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡
Where UMO is the difference in returns of undervalued and
overvalued stocks and everything else is as per standard Fama
and French (1993) model.

Jordan and Riley (2015)

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 =∝𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝑚 (𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 ) + 𝛽𝑖𝑆𝑀𝐵 𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖𝐻𝑀𝐿 𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 +
𝛽𝑖𝑊𝑀𝐿 𝑊𝑀𝐿𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖𝐿𝑉𝐻 𝐿𝑉𝐻𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡
Where LVH a low vs. high volatility factor representing a
difference between the returns of low and high volatility stocks;
all else is the same as in Fama and French (1993).

Fama and French (2015)

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 =∝𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝑚 (𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 ) + 𝛽𝑖𝑆𝑀𝐵 𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖𝐻𝑀𝐿 𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 +
𝛽𝑖𝑊𝑀𝐿 𝑊𝑀𝐿𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖𝑅𝑀𝑊 𝑅𝑀𝑊𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖𝐶𝑀𝐴 𝛽𝐶𝑀𝐴𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡

Where RMW is the profitability factor obtained as the return
spread of the firms with robust profitability (30% of firms with
highest operating profitability) and week profitability (30% least
profitable firms based on operating profitability). CMA denotes
the investment obtained as the return spread of firms that invest
conservatively (reflected through low total asset growth) and
those that invest aggressively (i.e. have a high asset growth).The
rest is as in Fama and French (1993).
Stambaugh and Yuan (2017)

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑟𝑓𝑡 =∝𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝑀𝐾𝑇 𝑀𝐾𝑇𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖𝑆𝑀𝐵 𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡
+ 𝛽𝑖𝑀𝐺𝑀𝑇 𝑀𝐺𝑀𝑇𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐹 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐹𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡
Where MKTt is the excess market return, SMBt is the size
factor, and MGMTt and PERFt are the mispricing factors.
MGMT is based on anomalies from the management cluster: net
stock issues, composite equity issues, accruals, net operating
assets, asset growth, and investment to assets; while PERF is
based on anomalies from the performance cluster: distress, Oscore, momentum, gross profitability, and return on assets.

Models adjusted for non-zero benchmark alphas
∗
∗
Angelidis, Giamouridis and
𝑅𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑅𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘,𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖∗ + 𝛽𝑖1
𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡 +
(𝑅𝑀,𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓,𝑡 ) + 𝛽𝑖2
Tessaromatis (2013)
∗
∗
𝛽𝑖3
𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖4
𝑊𝑀𝐿𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡∗
Where R i,t − R Benchmark,t is the benchmark adjusted return of a
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mutual fund i in period t., α∗i is the fund’s benchmark-adjusted
alpha representing the difference between fund’s standard fourfactor alpha and benchmark index’s standard four-factor alpha.
(𝑅𝑀,𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓,𝑡 ), SMB, HML and WML are defined in equation
(3). β∗i1 , β∗i2, β∗i3, β∗i4 represent the difference between the fund’s
and benchmark’s Carhart betas, i.e. benchmark-adjusted betas,
hence showing how much a fund portfolio over/under weights
small/large or value/growth stocks relative to the self-reported
benchmark index.
Chinthalapati, Mateus and Todorovic
(2017)

Authors use an optimisation algorithm 20 to derive fixed (time
invariant) factor adjustments fi (i =1,2,3,4), and adjusted factors
AFi,t  Fi,t  fi , so that:
𝑎𝑑𝑗

𝑅𝑏,𝑡 = 𝛼𝑏

𝑎𝑑𝑗

𝑎𝑑𝑗

+ ∑4𝑖=1 𝛽𝑏,𝑖 𝐴𝐹𝑖,𝑡 + 𝜀𝑏,𝑡

The algorithm calculates minimal fixed adjustments to the
standard Carhart’s four factors that 1) ensure the estimated
benchmark alpha is (close to) zero (with lowest possible t‐
statistic), 2) maintain the same R2 and the same factor beta
coefficients (and their statistical significance) as when using the
𝑎𝑑𝑗
standard Carhart factors. 𝛼𝑘 is the benchmark-adjusted Carhart
four-factor alpha
Hunter at al. (2014)

𝑅𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓,𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖,𝐴𝐷𝐽 + 𝛽𝑖,𝑀 (𝑅𝑀,𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓,𝑡 ) + 𝛽𝑖,𝑆𝑀𝐵 𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡 +
𝛽𝑖,𝐻𝑀𝐿 𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖,𝑊𝑀𝐿 𝑊𝑀𝐿𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖,𝐴𝐷𝐽 (𝑎̂
̂ )+
𝐴𝑃𝐵,𝑖 + 𝑒𝐴𝑃𝐵𝑖,𝑡
𝜀𝑖,𝐴𝐷𝐽,𝑡
Two-stage APB model, where 𝑎̂
𝐴𝑃𝐵,𝑖 , is estimated alpha of the
equal-weighted active peer group that fund i belongs to and
𝑒𝐴𝑃𝐵𝑖,𝑡
̂ is four- factor regression residuals for the APB to the
four- factor model for fund i; . 𝑎̂
̂ . is the APB
𝐴𝑃𝐵,𝑖 + 𝑒𝐴𝑃𝐵𝑖,𝑡
adjustment factor, and the new 𝛼𝑖,𝐴𝐷𝐽 is the fund’s alpha
adjusted for the peer-group benchmark, the APB.

20

The optimisation code written in Matlab is available from the working paper version of this article,
see https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2581737 .
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